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possesses in his own personal distinction. But the man who
can keep that hold is able to experience for the first time
the true meaning of self-hood; for therewith he can also
climb down under himself into the undifferentiated human
creature. How else may a man free himself from the inner
isolation of personal differentiation ? And how else can he
make a psychic bridge to mankind ? The man who stands
on high and distributes his goods to the poor is separated
from mankind by the height of his own virtue ; and the
more he lives for others in a self-forgetting and sacrificing way
the more is he inwardly estranged from the human.
The word ' human' that resounds so beautifully means
fundamentally nothing beautiful, virtuous, or intelligent,
but just a low average. This is the step which Zarathustra
could not take, the step to the ' ugliest man', to the real
human • creature. The struggle and the fear that always
mark the recoil from this step show how great is the attraction
and seductive power of the .underworld. Its power is un-
deniable, and to deny it is no deliverance ; it is merely a
sham, an essential misconstruction of its value and meaning.
For where is a height without an equal depth, and how can
there be light that throws no shadow ? No good ever appears
that an evil does not oppose. "Thou canst be delivered
from no sin thou hast not committed/' said Karpokrates,
a deep saying for all who wish to understand, and a brilliant
opportunity for all who prefer to draw false conclusions.
But all that is below, and that longs to take its share in the
lives of more conscious and, therefore, more complete men,
is not a persuasive prompting to mere pleasure, but something
that man fears.
What I am saying now is not for the young man—it is
precisely what he ought not to know—but for the more mature
man, whose experience of life has made a wider consciousness
possible. No one can begin with the present; he must
slowly grow into it, for without the past there is no present.
The young man has not yet a past, and, therefore, has no

